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NetEnt takes to the plains of Africa in
Serengeti Kings™
Supplier brings roaring adventure with new, feature-rich slot release.
Serengeti Kings is also the first NetEnt game that enables feature buy to
jump straight in to Free Spins.

NetEnt is taking players on an exciting safari through the wonders of the African plains with
the brand-new Serengeti Kings™.
This 5x4, 26 fixed payline video slot keeps players engaged with a guaranteed feature
activation every 12 spins, offering a unique cyclical gameplay that alternates between Lion
Spins and Panther Spins that create potential for big wins.
In the Free Spins round, awarded to the bravest explorers of the Serengeti, high-value
symbols can appear stacked and the Lion and the Panther features are activated
simultaneously to create Wild symbols with Multipliers.
Serengeti Kings™ also provides an innovative take on buying directly into Free Spins feature
with Skill-Based choice for players who want to jump into the action and play the game in its
fullest.
The immersive title has an RTP of 96.2% and offers a medium-high volatility experience,
taking players on an epic adventure with Africa’s greatest safari Kings.
“Serengeti Kings™ expertly combines classic graphics, innovative state-based mechanics
that provide gameplay that continues to offer regular excitement over 24 spins. This makes
for a slot experience that will keep players engaged and excited over multiple sessions.
We’ve listened to regulators and have made our unique Feature Buy smart configurable, so

our operators have a flexible game to offer to all their markets. A big release for us, looking
forward to the success this title will bring! ” said Bryan Upton, NetEnt Director of Games.
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